The Just-In-Time Learning Platform
Built For How We Work Today

The way we learn at work is broken.
We rely on ineffective long-form content and uninspiring “in-person” training. Reps take a course, get certified, and go back to work feeling more like they’ve checked a box than learned something.

Spekit is the new way to learn at work. Our platform delivers the knowledge your team needs — when and where they need it. The result? Enablement teams have a greater impact with fewer resources and sales productivity soars.

Accelerate training and tool adoption with contextual, self-guided learning
Spekit helps you onboard new employees and easily share knowledge, all within the flow of work.

- Drive Salesforce adoption with our one-of-a-kind one-click integration
- Equip reps with bite-sized, on-demand learning via Speks
- Centralize knowledge and keep it organized with Topics

Deliver knowledge and guidance without disrupting revenue-generating activities
Spekit streamlines learning so you can drive sales productivity, bolster enablement, and keep your data clean.

- Improve retention with embedded learning across any web-based app
- Make learning accessible with our Chrome extension sidebar
- Track progress and frequently assess understanding with Knowledge Checks
Keep everybody in the know with in-app notifications

Change happens. A lot. Spekit makes it easy for your teams to stay up-to-date with the latest and greatest.

- Notify the right people at the right time with Spotlights
- See what employees are viewing—or snoozing—with real-time analytics
- Share revised resources, sales playbook updates, and other key announcements

Free, expert-created out-of-the-box training content to get you up and running quickly

Onboarding services and enablement packages led by passionate Spekit consultants

Code-free connections to many of your favorite applications and collaboration tools

The most innovative companies in the world use Spekit to reinvent learning at work

metadata.io | JLL | snowflake | Uber Freight
Southwest | Udemy | Outreach | COPADO
iHeart MEDIA INC | Five9 | Chargebee | databricks

MORE INFO AT spekit.com